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Abstract
We provide some theoretical results on sample complexity of PAC learning when the hypothe-
ses are given by subsymbolical devices such as neural networks. In this framework we give new
foundations to the notion of degrees of freedom of a statistic and relate it to the complexity of a
concept class. Thus, for a given concept class and a given sample size, we discuss the e5ciency
of subsymbolical learning algorithms in terms of degrees of freedom of the computed statistic.
In this setting we appraise the sample complexity overhead coming from relying on approximate
hypotheses and display an increase in the degrees of freedom yield by embedding available
formal knowledge into the algorithm. For known sample distribution, these quantities are related
to the learning approximation goal and a special production prize is shown. Finally, we prove
that testing the approximation capability of a neural network generally demands smaller sample
size than training it. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Computational learning; Sentry functions; Nested concept classes;
Approximate learning; Neural networks
1. Introduction
Drawing a sample of 10 000 items is generally wasteful if we want to estimate
the parameter p of a Bernoulli distribution law from the observation of the values
assumed by the random variable. In fact, already with sample size 2000 the probability
of drawing a sample whose mean value is more than 0.05 far from p is less than 0.05.
On the contrary, the same size is generally too small if we want to estimate the location
and shape of a convex polygon of 20 sides separating two random variables that di;er
by a given property on the real plane. In this case, with the same sample size no any
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Fig. 1. Hypotheses hi on circle c that are consistent with sampled points {xj}.
estimator can guarantee sampling probability ¿0 to compute a polygon separating the
two properties with a mistake probability less than 0.05 for each distribution law of
the random variables.
The di;erence between the two inference instances can be suitably characterised
through the notion of degrees of freedom. This parameter is generally used in a prag-
matic way to instantiate some distribution law such as Chi-square, Student and so on
[14].
In this paper we shed a new light on the notion of degrees of freedom in the frame
of PAC learning theory and employ the management of this parameter as a meaningful
tool for penetrating some theoretical aspects of subsymbolical learning [24].
In a previous paper [5] we characterised within a sample set drawn to learn a boolean
function special elements constituting the pivots of the related statistic. In greater detail,
let us consider the following paradigmatic situation. Some one told me that a polluting
load has been injected in the groundwater at some point of a given region. Due to the
radial symmetry of the site geomorphology, we can assume at a given time that the
polluted region is a circle c of unknown centre and diameter as in Fig. 1. Concerned
about the health of the inhabitants of this region, I order a set of samplings of the
groundwater in some points. These points are selected within the region according to
the same distribution law that describes the probability of meeting an inhabitant in
any place of the region. Some water samples have shown to be a;ected and others
immune from the pollutants. On the basis of these answers I will draw a circle, like
any hi in Fig. 1, that constitutes my hypothesis about the polluted region. In the PAC
learning terminology computing this statistics realises the learning of the concept c
within the concept class C of circles through a hypothesis h within the hypothesis
class H coinciding with C.
In greater detail, under the unique consistency constraint that no sampled unpolluted
point falls within my hypothesis and no polluted point outside it, I am free to draw
any circle within a large family where each element of the complementary family of
forbidden circles contains at least one faulty point. Given our hypothesis h, the faulty
region is the symmetric di;erence c ÷ h between c and h. We are not interested in
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Fig. 2. Contrasting symmetric di;erences between circles.
comparing it with any faulty region coming from a di;erent arbitrary selection of h,
but only with the regions which contain our selection. In fact, our question is how does
the sample set intervene on the algorithm computing h to bind its symmetric di;erence
w.r.t. c?
To disregard the arbitrary part of the algorithm, let us consider the maximality set
constituted by consistent worst-case hypotheses characterised by the following state-
ment: for each hypothesis h in the set there is no other consistent circle h′ whose
symmetric di;erence with c includes c÷h. As evident in Fig. 2 for the maximality set
of circles vs. circles, only one sampled point is su5cient for this class of hypotheses
to contrast the enlargement of c ÷ ha and 2 points for c ÷ hb.
The number of necessary points changes with the class of the unknown boolean
functions we want to discover and with the class of hypotheses we can compute. For
instance, this number is at most 2 if the symmetric di;erences are segments, at most
 43k if they are k-edges convex polygons, at most 2 if they are circles (see points x1
and x2 in Fig. 1), inHnite if they are sets of unlimited number of sets, and so on.
Two distinguishing features are evident:
1. Because of the consistency constraint all sample points will always be outside the
symmetric di;erence c ÷ h.
2. Whatever the worst-case hypothesis we can compute, some points of the sample
must be employed to contrast the enlargement of its symmetric di;erence w.r.t. c.
The other points can instead stay everywhere.
The relevance of the contrasting points comes from the following:
Consider a set B of growing domains fully ordered by the inclusion relation, and
assume that c÷h∪{contrasting points} belongs to this set and the previous element in
the order is included in c÷ h. Then, for each domain in the set, the contrasting points
are the witnesses of the inclusion or not of c÷ h in this domain, and consequently of
an analogous inequality relation on the probabilities of the two domains.
This is the starting point for our results. We will identify with m- the degrees of
freedom of an m sized sample with respect to hypothesis h, where  is the number of
contrasting points. We focus on these points within the sample and consider the event
A that a domain of probability measure  in the set B includes c ÷ h. We show that
for any distribution on the sample space the probability of drawing a sample – and
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then a hypothesis consistent with it – such that A occurs is minored by the incomplete
Beta function [23] I(; m−  + 1), where  is a tight upperbound on the number of
contrasting points. The statistic feature of the contrasting points comes from the fact
that I is a decreasing function on , and  is, obviously, a non-decreasing function
on .
In this perspective contrasting points might be viewed as an extension of multivariate
rank order statistics [25, 26]. Instead, they play a role quite di;erent from the support
vectors recently introduced by Vapnik [29] as a minimal set of points just delimiting
the variation range of the hypotheses consistent with them.
Our paper deepens the role of contrasting points in learning algorithms for sub-
symbolic devices such as neural network. In particular, the paper will concern general
inconveniences a;ecting favourable circumstances that enhance the degrees of freedom
of a sample, realising that:
– A sample complexity overhead intervenes when we rely on approximate classes
of hypotheses [19]. On the contrary,  might be decreased by points contrasting
irrelevant increments of the probability measure of c÷h, when we know the sample
space distribution law.
– An increase in the degrees of freedom comes from embedding into the learning
algorithm formal knowledge available about the goal concept [1].
– Specialising  as a function of an upperbound  on p(c ÷ h), we have that for
some probability distribution (1=) is a decreasing function, thus realising a sort
of production prize: the better you learn the more you are rewarded by a bonus
containing an additional amount of degrees of freedom,
– A further increment in the degrees of freedom occurs when passing from training to
testing a learnt hypothesis – an usual procedure when working with subsymbolical
devices such as neural networks [24]. Thus, testing the approximation capability of
a neural network generally demands smaller sample size than training it.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we formalise the notion of detail
of a concept class, we revisit in our framework the notion of degrees of freedom of
a sample in respect to a given statistic, and state some elementary properties of these
parameters. In Section 3 we give our learnability results on boolean functions, both
in general and in relation to peculiarities of subsymbolic learning devices. Section 4
focuses on the inherent di;erences between training and testing procedures in regard
to the sample size demand. Theoretical statements on boolean functions are extended
to real functions for some learning strategies. Conclusions and outlooks of future work
are reported in Section 5.
2. Detail of classes of boolean functions
Facing an approximating hypothesis h from H for a concept c belonging to C, we
distinguish within a sample of observations of c the contrasting points. They act as
sentinels that forbid the expansion of the symmetric di;erence c÷h toward some other
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c÷ h′. The remaining sampled points constitute the rear-guard which, if numerous and
fairly scattered on X, give conHdence that each sentinel has been considered. Linking
sentinels, probability and sample size allows us to bind the sample complexity of
learning. Let us start with the problem of sentinelling concepts within any class C.
Then we focus on classes {c ÷ h} of symmetric di;erences between a goal concept
from C and candidate approximating concepts within H.
Denition 1. Given a set X, a class of concepts C is a set of boolean functions c
on X. These functions are also called concepts c. By abuse of notation, we shall not
make distinction between c and its support, i.e. the set of points x such that c(xi)= 1.
Therefore we also view C as a set of subsets of X.
Denition 2. Given a concept class C on X, an outer sentry function on C is a total
function S :C∪{∅;X} 	→ 2X satisfying the following conditions: 1
(1) The elements of S(c) are outside c, i.e. c∩S(c)= ∅.
(2) Let us denote c+ = c∪S(c) and up(c)= {(c′ ∈C | c′* c and c+⊆ c′+)},
if c2 ∈ up(c1) then c2 ∩S(c1) = ∅:
(3) No S′ = S exists satisfying (1) and (2) and having the property that
S′(c)⊆S(c) for every c:
(4) Whenever c1 and c2 are such that c1⊂ c2 ∪S(c2) and c2 ∩S(c1)= ∅, then the
restriction of S to c1 ∪ up(c1)− {c2} is a sentry function on this set.
Terminology S(c) is the outer frontier upon S of c, their elements are called sentry
points. Concept c2 is sentinelled by S(c1) i; c2 ∩S(c1) = ∅.
Remark 1. A frontier does not fully identify the warded concept. A given concept
class might admit more than one (possibly inHnite) outer sentry functions obeying the
conciseness constraint (3). Condition (4) prevents us from building sentry functions
which are unnatural, where some sentry points of c1 have the sole role of artiHcially
increasing the elements of c+1 in order to prevent it from being included in another
concept c2. The mentioned condition states that this role can be considered only as
a side e;ect of points which are primarily involved in sentinelling some formula of
up(c1). Note that the condition is stated in a rather redundant form, since c2 ∈ up(c1) by
deHnition. The very essential statement is: S is a sentry function to up(c) for every c.
Example 1. A possible frontier of an item c of the concept class C of circle c consists
of points x1; x2 shown in Fig. 1.
1 The reader should recognize this deHnition as an improved formulation of deHnition 3 in [5], cleaned of
a noisy misprint in condition (2).
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Example 2. Let us consider the class B2 of boolean forms on {0; 1}2:
C= {0; 1; x1; x2; x1x2}:
The related supports are:
00 01 10 11
c1 = 0 − − − −
c2 = x1x2 − − − +
c3 = x1 − − + +
c4 = x2 − + − +
c5 = 1 + + + +
A possible outer sentry function for C is:
S(c1)= {11}; S(c2)= {01; 10}; S(c3)= {01}; S(c4)= {10}; S(c5)= ∅:
Note that S(c2)= {00; 10} should violate statement (4), since remotion of c4 would
make point 00 useless.
Denition 3. We call outer detail DC of a concept class C the supremum of the
cardinalities of the frontiers of its concepts with respect to all possible sentry functions.
In symbols, DC= supS; c #S(c)
Fact 1. The class C of convex polygons of k edges (k-gons) has detail DC=  43k.
Proof. Let us consider any convex polygon B and assume w.l.o.g. that edges do not
belong to B. For any edge (a; b) and any external point x and any straight line l say
that x and l are on the same side w.r.t. (a; b) if there exists a tangent t to B passing
through either a and=or b which leaves x and l on a same half-plane and (a; b) on the
opposite one (see Fig. 3). Then for any such (a; b); x and l, the half-plane  delimited
by l and containing B is not sentinelled by x if and only if l passes through points
y′ ∈ (a; x) and y′′ ∈ (b; x). Now, because of convexity of B, for any edge (a; b) we can
always pick two such points y′; y′′ – and therefore an  not sentinelled by x – if and
only if either x does not belong to (a; b) or x coincides with a or b. In the last case
the opposite vertex can sentinel .
Thus, to avoid that a polygon B′ includes B eluding S(B) we can put one sentinel on
each edge or, alternatively a sentinel on each vertex. Both frontiers are minimal, since
possible B edges belong to the above considered straight lines. Moreover, we conclude
by inspection that a mix of these results is still minimal and e;ective if at least a
couple of consecutive edges bringing a sentinel inside alternate with edges bringing
sentinels on the vertices (Fig. 4).
In a similar way, we can deHne the complementary notion of inner sentries as
follows:
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Fig. 3. Sentinelling by x the half-plane delimited by l.
Fig. 4. Sentinelling a concept within the class of convex 7-gons.
Denition 2′ Given a concept class C on X, an inner sentry function on C is a total
function s: C∪{∅;X} 	→ 2X satisfying the following conditions:
(1′) The elements of s(c) are inside c, i.e. c∩ s(c)= s(c).
(2′) Let us denote c−= c − s(c) and dw(c)= {(c′ ∈C | c* c′ and c′−⊆ c−)}, if
c2 ∈dw(c1) then c2 ∩ s(c1) = ∅:
(3′) No s′ = s exists satisfying (1) and (2) and having the property that s′(c)⊆ s(c)
for each c.
(4′) Whenever c1 and c2 are such that c2 − s(c2)⊂ c1 and c2 ∩ s(c1)= ∅, then the
restriction of s to c1 ∪dw(c1)− {c2} is a sentry function on this set.
Terminology c2 is sentinelled by s(c1) i; c2 ∩ s(c1) = ∅.
Denition 3′ The inner detail dC of a concept class C is deHned by
dC= sup
s; c
#s(c)
Fact 1′ The class C of convex k-gons has detail dC=  43k.
Denition 4 (Vapnik [28]). Given a concept class C and a Hnite set Q⊆X; let C(Q)
denote the set of all subsets of Q that can be obtained by intersecting Q with a
concept in C, i.e. C(Q)= {(Q∩ c | c∈C)}. The Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension of
C (shortly, dVC(C)) is the last integer d such that max(Q|#Q=d) #C(Q)= 2d; if no
such d exists, then dVC(C) is assumed to be inHnite. If #C(Q)= 2#Q, then we say
that Q is shattered by C [11].
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Theorem 1. For any concept class C; sentry functions S and s and concept c∈C;
the sets S(c) and s(c) are both shattered by C∪{∅;X}. Thus DC6dVC(C) + 1; and
dC6dVC(C) + 1.
Proof. The statement on S is proved in [5]. For its trivial extension to s see [4].
Fact 2. Further considerations [5] allow us to bind the detail also from below. Pre-
cisely
(i) (dVC(C)− 1)=176¡dC; (ii) (dVC(C)− 1)=176¡DC.
Remark 2. The class C of the convex k-gons has Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension
dVC(C)= 2k + 1[12; 31].
Details are a complexity measure of concept classes dual to the VC dimension. The
former use points to separate sets of concepts, the latter concepts for partitioning sets
of points. In this sense details should result a more constructive measure to which a
partial algebra can be deHned. More precisely, it is easy to prove by simple counting
arguments that:
Fact 3. Given a class of concepts C; for any enlargement C′⊇C:
(1) For any pair of outer and inner sentry function S; s on C; a pair of sentry function
S′; s′ exists on C′ such that for each c∈C S(c)⊆S′(c) and s(c)⊆ s′(c).
(2) DC′¿DC and dC′¿dC.
Proof. Point (2) is a straight consequence of point (1). The Hrst statement is derived
from the fact that up(c) inside C is included in the same set built inside C′.
Denition 5. Let us denote by a !〈b〉 any relation ! singularly satisHed by a and each
element bi of the set b. For given concept classes C and H on X, H is dense w.r.t. C
if for each h∈H and for each c∈C; a h′ and h′′ exist in H such that:
(i) (c∪ h)⊆ h′ and h′′⊆ (c∩ h);
(ii) for each pair h1, h2 such that 〈(c∪ h1), (c∪ h2)〉 ∈ up(c∪ h) and (h1−h−c)∪ (h2−
h− c)* 〈h1; h2〉; (h1 − h− c)∪ (h2 − h− c)* 〈h′1; h′2〉.
(iii) for each pair h1; h2 such that 〈(c∩ h1); (c∩ h2)〉 ∈dw(c∩ h) and (h−h1− Lc)∪ (h−
h2 − Lc)* 〈h− h1; h− h2〉, (h− h1 − Lc)∪ (h− h2 − Lc)* 〈h− h′′1 ; h− h′′2 〉.
A point x belonging to (h1 − h − c) − h′2 as in point (ii) or satisfying the analogous
condition concerning point (iii) is said to be in the exclusive frontier of h w.r.t. h1
against h2.
Example 3. The class H of convex k-gons in a plane is dense on any convex Hgure
– see Fig. 5a for density property exploitation of 4-gons w.r.t. ellipses in regard of
the part concerning union of concepts. The same is not always true if the convexity
constraint is removed – see Fig. 5b for H constituted by di;erence of convex exagons
with respect to ellipses).
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Fig. 5. Denseness properties for convex (a) and concave (b) Hgures. (a) for any pair h1, h2 such that their
unions with c includes (c∪ h); h′1; h′2 are available that allow sentinelling separately both (c∪ h1), (c∪ h2)
within S(c∪ h) and h′1, h′2 within S(h). (b) the same does not happen for h concave, where h1 is obtained
by adding the left triangle and h2 the right triangle to h.
The class H of circles in a plane is dense on any convex Hgure.
Density failures may occur on convex polygons as well, when they are framed in a
limited plane region.
Fact 4. For given concept classes C and H dense w.r.t. C;
• let us denote by SH an outer sentry function for H. For a given c∈C; let Dc be
the class of concepts d= c∪ h for every h∈H and DD= supS; c DDc ; then:
(i) for every outer sentry function S on Dc there exists a SH such that S(d)⊆
SH(h) for each h; d s.t. d= c∪ h;
(ii) DD6DH.
• let us denote by sH an inner sentry function for H and by Qc the class of concepts
q= c∩ h for a given c and every h∈H. Let dQ= sups; c dQc ; then:
(iii) for every sentry function s on Qc there exists a sH such that s(q)⊆ sH(h) for
each h; q s.t. q= c∩ h.
(iv) dQ6dH.
Proof. Point (i) descends from the fact that c∪ h˜* c∪ h means that h˜−h = ∅. Thus, if
(c∪ h)+⊆ (c∪ h˜)+ in addition, in order to sentinel both c∪ h˜ and h′⊇ (c∪ h˜) a point
x∈ h˜ − h can be used belonging to the exclusive frontier of h w.r.t. h˜ against every
hypothesis in up(c∪ h) sentinelled by other points of S(c∪ h). With this choice, each
sentinelling point of S(d) is also a sentinelling point of a suitable SH(h), owing to
property (ii) of DeHnition 5. 2 This implies S(d)⊆SH(h), where SH(c)−S(d) eventu-
ally includes further sentinels to concepts hˆ such that h+⊆ hˆ+ but (h∪ c)+* (hˆ+ ∪ c).
2 Indeed, assume that x1 ∈ (h1 − h − c) − h′2 and x2 ∈ (h2 − h − c) − h′1 belong to S(h∪ c) but
does not belong to SH(h). In force of DeHnition 2, this requires that x2 ∈S(h1 ∪ c); x1 ∈S(h2 ∪ c) but
(x2 ∈S(h′1))∧ (x1 ∈S(h′2)) cannot hold. This unavoidably happens for instance on h′1 only if either x1 also
belongs to S(h′1), or an x3 ∈S(h′1) lies in a forbidden region to S(h1 ∪ c). These events would make x2
useless, but are both impossible, since x2 ∈ h′1 and h′1⊇ c.
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Point (ii) comes from applying (i) to the worst sentry SDc of the worst Dc on the
worst c∪ h.
Points (iii) and (iv) are shown in the same way.
Notation We denote by H÷ c the set {(h÷ c | h∈H)}; remember that dVC(C÷ c)=
dVC(C) [11], and deHne H÷C=
⋃
C H÷ c and DH;C= supC{DH÷c}. The following
properties hold:
Denition 6. For given concept classes C and H on X, H is nested w.r.t. C if for
each h∈H and for each c∈C; a h′ exists such that
(i) h⊆ h′ and
(ii) for each pair h1, h2 such that 〈c÷ h1; c÷ h2〉 ∈ up(c÷ h) and (c÷ h1)∪ (c÷ h2)*
〈c÷ h1; c÷ h2〉; (h1÷ h)∪ (h2÷ h)* 〈h′1÷ h; h′2÷ h〉.
Example 4. The classes of convex k-gons and the class of circles in a plane are nested
on any set of convex Hgures.
Fact 5. (a) DH6DH;C∪{∅}6dVC(H) + 1.
(b) there exists a constant r such that 〈DH;C=DH;DH;C=dH〉6r.
Proof. The proof passes through the following statements:
(1) DH;{∅}=DH.
(2) (dVC(H)−1)=1766〈dH;DH;DH÷c〉6dVC(H÷ c)+1=dVC(H)+1 for each c∈C.
Fact 6. For each concept class C of concepts closed under sum and di8erence
DC;C=DC.
Proof. For each c; c′ ∈C; (c′−c)∈C, (c−c′)∈C and (c′−c)∪ (c−c′)∈C; C÷∅=C.
Then C÷C=C.
Example 5. The power set C of a real line and the class C÷C of the symmetric
di;erences of its elements both have detail =∞.
Closure under sum and di;erence is a sharp property that does not appear to allow
suitable results for Hnite detail classes. On the contrary, denseness and nestedness seem
smoother properties of many pairs of wide families of concept and hypothesis classes.
For these classes relations between details are speciHed by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given a hypothesis concept class H on X; for each C such that H is dense
w.r.t. C;DH;C6DH + dH. For each C such that H is nested w.r.t. C; DH;C6DH.
Proof. For any c∈C; let S be a worst outer sentry function for c÷H. For given h let
us partition S(c÷ h) in the set +S(c÷ h)=S(c÷ h)∩ Lc and −S(c÷ h)=S(c÷ h)∩ c
and up(h) in the sets +H÷ c of hypotheses sentinelled by +S(c÷ h) and −H÷ c of
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hypotheses sentinelled by −S(c÷ h). Now, for each S on H÷ c a couple S and s can
be built on H, such that for any h˜ such that c÷ h˜∈ up(c÷ h):
• if H is dense w.r.t. C,
(a) if c÷ h˜∈ +H÷ c, with reference to h′ such that h˜⊆ h′ mentioned in point (i) of
DeHnition 5, a point belonging to h˜− h that is used by +S(c÷ h) to sentinel h˜− c
can be employed by S(h) to sentinel h′ as well, owing to property (ii) of the same
deHnition. Thus +S(h÷ c)⊆S(h). Moreover:
(b) a similar relation occurs between inner sentries of h∩ c w.r.t. h˜∩ c for c÷ h˜∈
−H÷ c. Therefore −S(h÷ c)⊆ s(h) and #S(h÷ c)6 #S(h) + #s(h).
• if H is nested w.r.t. C arguments of point (a) extend to the whole H÷ c. Thus
#S(h÷ c)6 #S(h).
Corollary 1. The class C of convex k-gons and the class C of circles in a plane have
DC;C∪{∅}=DC.
3. Learning concepts with a given detail
3.1. Basic results
PAC learning theory [11, 27] gives exact conditions for having that, given:
• a class C of functions c :X 	→ {0; 1}
• a probability distribution P on X and a sample Xcm= {(X1; c(X1)); : : : ; (Xm; c(Xm))}
• a pair of real numbers  and $ close to zero,
a function h is computable such that
P(m)(E[l(h(X ); c(X ))]6)¿1− $;
where P(m) is the probability measure in the product space Xm and l(h(X ); c(X )) is a
loss function.
In this paper we will assume a boolean function that detects contradictions between
c(x) and h(x) as the basic loss function, and will ground most of our results on the
features of the sentries of the symmetric di;erences c÷ h.
Denition 7. Given a probabilistic space (X ;F; P) – where X is the set of the possible
outcomes of a random data source, F is a (-algebra on X , and P is a probability
measure deHned over F – and a concept c, we denote by c(x) the characteristic
function of concept c and by labelled sample Xcm a set of m independent random pair
{(X1; c(X1)); : : : ; (Xm; c(Xm))}. We call example of size m any speciHcation xcm of Xcm.
By a hypothesis H we mean any statistics on Xcm which deHnes a random subset of
X . For any given xcm the speciHcation h of H is said to be consistent with x
c
m if for
every xi, i=1; : : : ; m, we have c(xi)= h(xi).
Denition 8. Given a concept class C on X , by a full learning algorithm we mean
a function A : {xcm} 	→{h} such that for every 0¡$; ¡1 there is an integer m◦¿0
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such that for every labelled sample Xcm (i.e. for every P on X and c∈C) with m¿m◦,
denoting H =A(Xcm), the probability Perror ≡P(c(X ) =H (X )) is bounded by the prob-
abilistic inequality:
P(m)(Perror6)¿1− $:
If such a function exists, the class C is said to be fully learnable, where  and $
are called accuracy parameters of the learning algorithm. We denote m◦ the sample
complexity of the concept class w.r.t. A and assume it to be a function of the accuracy
parameters and possible indices on C. The restriction of A to the set {(xcm |m¿m◦)} is
said to be a learning algorithm with accuracy parameters  and $ for C. A is consistent
if it computes only hypotheses consistent with its input.
An approximate learning algorithm with accuracy ˜ and $˜ is a learning algorithm
which works only for accuracy parameters ¿˜ and $¿$˜.
Remark 3. A consistent learning algorithm A is essentially made up of two parts: (i)
a constrained one that (implicitly) builds a family of sentry functions Sc on H÷ c for
each c, to frame the hypothesis in the labelled sample, and (ii) a free one that codes
the user’s preferences in selecting the output within the set of consistent hypotheses.
Actually, since a concept class may have more sentry functions, also the Hrst part may
be a;ected by the user’s style. Anyway each adopted sentry set must be a subset of
the labelled sample Xcm.
A further speciHcation of the learning algorithm in order to state stringent results on
sample complexity is the following:
Denition 9. Given a concept class C on X and a set W ⊆X; let us denote by B a
set of subsets of X, and by BW the quotient set of B with respect to the equivalence
relation on the subsets of X deHned by having the same intersection with W . Denoting
by mWc the set of labelled examples xcm with all the components xi belonging to W , a
function A : {xcm} 	→C is strongly surjective (ssu) if for each subset Y of Xm, A is a
surjection from mYc onto CY .
Lemma 2 (Basic Lemma, Apolloni and Chiaravalli [5]). Assume we are given:
– a set X and its probability measure P;
– a concept class C with DC;C= ;
– a labelled sample Xcm;
– a consistent ssu function A : {xcm} 	→C;
Consider the family of random sets {Hc =A(Xcm)}; with c varying in C.
For a given c; let us denote by Uc the random variable given by the probability
measure of Hc÷ c.
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Let
I(; m−  + 1)=1−
−1∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
i(1− )m−i :
Then; for each c in C and 0¡¡1
P(m)(Uc6)¿I(; m−  + 1): (1)
Proof (Sketch; see the original proof for the omitted details). Consider a sequence
B(c÷ h+)=B1⊆B2⊆B3⊆ · · · of subsets of X , such that c÷ h∪S(c÷ h) belongs to
B(c÷ h+) and the previous element in the sequence is included in c÷ h. Consider
also the companion sequence U(c÷ h+) of the probability measures of the sets in
B(c÷ h+).
For a sample Xcm; B(Hc÷ c+) is a random sequence. Thus for a Hxed , the subset B
of probability measure  in the sequence might include c÷ h or not, where S(Hc÷ c) is
the witness of this inclusion. In closer detail, sample Xcm contains the frontier of Hc÷ c;
thus, if this part of the sample is included in B we are sure that also Hc÷ c⊆B.
The implication chain is completed as follows:
(i) on the right, by the fact that S(Hc÷ c)⊆B if and only if N¿#S(Hc÷ c), where
N is the number of those from among the sampling points which fall in B, and
(ii) on the left by the fact that the event Uc6 is implied by the event U+c 6, and
the latter by Hc÷ c⊆B, with the obvious notational extension: U+c =P(Hc÷ c∪
S(Hc÷ c))
Namely:
(a) (Uc6)⇐ (U+c 6)⇐ (Hc÷ c⊆B)⇐ (S(Hc÷ c)⊆B)
⇐ (N¿#S(Hc÷ c)) (2)
which induces the opposite chain on probabilities, after some technicalities on the value
of , 3
(b) P(m)(Uc6)¿P(m)(N¿#S(Hc÷ c))¿P(m)(N¿): (3)
This lemma gives rise to the following theorem:
Theorem 2 (Apolloni and Chiaravalli [5]). Given a concept class C on X with DC;C
=  and a labelled sample Xcm; for 0¡; $¡
1
2 ; in case m¿max{2= log(1=$);
5:5( − 1)=} any ssu function A : {xcm} 	→C outputting consistent hypotheses is a
learning algorithm with accuracy parameters  and $ for C.
For any concept class C on X; with dVC(C)¿17; and any labelled sample Xcm the
ratio between maximum and minimum numbers of examples needed to learn C with
3 Due to the pivoting role of c÷ h∪S(c÷ h), it may be that B does not exist. In this case we work
with B′ , where ′ is the Hrst available value over , and come back to  through the simple statements
(Uc6)⇐ (U+c 6′) and P(m)(N′¿)¿P(m)(N¿).
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accuracy parameters 0¡¡ 18 ; 0¡$¡
1
100 w.r.t. any probability measure P on X is
bounded by a constant.
Denition 10. Given a concept c within a class C and a learning algorithm A, which
computes the hypothesis h within a class H by implementing the family {Sc} of sentry
functions on H÷C (see Remark 3), the number of degrees of freedom c;A of a sample
with respect to a hypothesis h in output to labelled sample xcm (for short, degrees of
freedom of h) equals the sample size minus the number of points of the outer frontier
of c÷ h against H÷ c:
c;A=m− Sc(c÷ h).
Fact 7. For each c∈C and A; c;A¿m− DH;C.
Remark 4. What happens if the probability measure on X is known? Actually all
previous arguments remain true, except that some sentinels can be spared, since some
subset of the frontier of c is su5cient for preventing tangible enlargement of c÷ h.
Therefore, the actual degrees of freedom of a labelled sample increase, with obvious
consequences on sample complexity.
3.2. Learning through a subsymbolic device
In spite of the underlying sophisticated theory, the above or similar [11, 13, 20, 22]
bounds on sample complexity are used only seldomly by people who want to learn h
through a subsymbolical device such as a neural network. The actual size of the training
set is of one or more order less than the size m of labelled sample requested by the
sample complexity [10], where this discrepancy can be attributed to the following inner
limitations of the PAC learning theory [3, 17]:
1. the bounds on m constitute worst case results;
2. the theory is not yet tailored to take into account the peculiarities of neural networks
and learning algorithms in respect to the learning instance.
Thus, we generally disregard the bounds, use a short training set to train the neural
network and check the adequacy of this set by testing the inferred h on a new set of
examples (the test set) [3, 18]. If the network (i.e. h) performs on the test nearby as
well as on the training set we are satisHed and declare the learning task successful.
In these pages, we try to narrow the gap between symbolic theory and subsymbolic
practice, specialising the degrees of freedom of a labelled sample in some widespread
learning instances.
The two usual drawbacks in working with an approximate subsymbolic class of
hypotheses H are: (d.1) we abound in the class elements to be sure to include c or,
alternatively, (d.2) we may miss some detail in the approximate hypothesis since c
does not belong to H.
The former drawback generally results in a decreasing of the degrees of freedom of
our statistic H , by Fact 3. However, we will see that for some H this inconvenience
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may be balanced or even overcome by a saving of frontier points occurring when the
permitted error  is very low.
On the other hand, the e;ectiveness of the second drawback might either be almost
irrelevant or translate into a beneHt for  large enough.
In the following, we state some results which hold for special features of the learnt
hypotheses. Generally, we are not able to prove that these are the features of subsym-
bolical hypotheses, like those provided by neural networks. However, we will show
common statistics owning these features and reasonably expect to Hnd them, at least
in a weaker form, in the hypotheses supplied by neural networks as well.
To better exploit these results we focus on a dovetail [30] issue of PAC learning
algorithm described in DeHnition 11. For this algorithm and some simpliHed variants
we prove a set of results concerning sample complexity that can be easily extended to
other usual learning schemes tolerating labelling errors.
Denition 11. Given a concept class C on X and a tapering family H˜ of classes of
hypotheses Hi such that Hi⊆Hi+1, a H large as needs (Hln) learning procedure A
is deHned by the following steps:
Given xcm
1. Start with k =0 and H=H0
2. For i=0 to k
3. Search for an almost consistent hypothesis h∈H.
4. If the number  of points x such that c(x) = h(x) equals i, then Stop
5. Set k = k + 1; H=Hk and go to step 2.
Let us denote by thresholded procedure At the restricted version of A where only H
changes during iterations while a Hxed threshold t is set to the number of misclassiHed
examples.
Remark 5. The rationale of the dovetailing algorithm relies in a balancing between
computational costs, generally growing with the enlargement of H and decrease of the
number of faulty classiHed examples, and the learning accuracy running in the same
direction. A companion learning scheme for At is represented by a PAC procedure
learning on the basis of a sample with at most t – malicious or non-malicious [2, 21] –
labelling errors. Related operational Helds might be constituted by learning with drifting
distributions [9] or drifting concepts [19].
When a bounded number of misclassiHcations is allowed to h we get the following
result:
Theorem 3. Given a concept class C on X; a hypotheses class H with DH;C= 
and a labelled sample X cm; let A be an approximate algorithm which misclassi-
;es at most t points of total probability at most . For each 0¡; $¡ 12 ; in case
m¿max{2= log(1=$); 5:5( + t − 1)=} if A is a ssu function from {xcm} to H; then
A is a learning algorithm with accuracy parameters max{; } and $ for C.
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Fig. 6. An item of the class of smoothed triangles vs. triangles, and its companion hypothesis. Uniform
distribution results (3; .) careless.
Proof. Coming back to the sequences B in the proof of Basic Lemma, and denoting
by /t the set of misclassiHed points, now we consider a sequence B(Hc÷c++) pivoted
on the subset Hc ÷ c∪S(Hc ÷ c)∪/t having Hc ÷ c again as next antecedent in the
sequence. Thus the witness of the inclusion of Hc ÷ c in B is constituted by at most
 + t points of X cm. Moreover P(Hc ÷ c) now is lowerbounded by P(/t). Hence the
claim of the theorem follows.
Corollary 2. Given a concept class C on a probability space (X;F; P); with P be-
longing to the family of continuous probability measures; a hypothesis class H with
DH;C=  and a labelled sample X cm; let A be an approximate algorithm which mis-
classi;es at most t points. For each 0¡; $¡ 12 ; in case m¿max{2= log(1=$); 5:5(+
t − 1)=} if A is a ssu function from {xcm} to H; then A is a learning algorithm
with accuracy parameters  and $ for C.
Proof. Trivially because now P(/t)= 0.
Going deeper in the subsymbolic learning drawbacks, let us start focusing on (d.2).
Denition 12. Given a concept class C on X, a hypothesis class H, such that C =⊆H,
and an outer sentry function S on C, a probability distribution is (k; .) careless for C
w.r.t. H if for each c there exist a hypothesis h and at most k sentinelling points of
S(c) such that their violation allows an enlargement of c into an h through a region
of probability no higher than ..
Example 6. Let us consider the concept class C of exagons constituted by triangles
with smoothed angles in a square domain 0, such that the euclidean measure of the
di;erence between any triangle and a smoothed companion is less than or equal to .
times the measure of 0 (see Fig. 6). Then P uniform on 0 is (3; .) careless for C
with respect to the class H of full triangles.
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Corollary 3. Given a concept class C on a probability space (X;F; P); a tapering
family H˜ of classes of hypotheses Hi with DHi ;C= i; and a labelled sample X
c
m; let
At be a thresholded procedure. For each ; if there exist a i and .¡ such that P
is (t; .) careless for C w.r.t. Hi ∈H˜ and a ssu function At from {xcm} to H˜; then for
each 0¡$¡ 12 ; in case m¿max{2= log(1=$); 5:5(i+t−1)=} At it is an approximate
learning algorithm with accuracy parameters  and $ for C.
Proof. At stops no later than at the ith iteration, since for each c there exists a h∈Hi
such that c enlarges in h violating at most k points by deHnition. Thus a consistent
hypothesis exists in Hi. If on each sample Xcm At stops exactly at the ith iteration,
in the sequence B(Hi; c ÷ c+) the witness of inclusion is constituted by at most i+t
points of Xcm, where at most k of them are inside c ÷ Hc and the remaining ones on
the frontier. Moreover, P(c ÷ Hc) is lowerbounded at most by .; thus the corollary
claim comes directly from Theorem 3. If At some times stops before the ith iteration,
then the involved detail is 6i, and the corollary claim holds as well, since all else
remains unchanged.
Remark 6. Theorem 2 sanctions a sample complexity overhead to lazy learners who
use thresholded procedures. By contrast, Corollary 3 rewards sagacious learners who
compare the accuracy of the hypothesis class with the accuracy target of the learning
task. For a given , they possibly point to compatibly approximate and detail cheap
hypotheses class Hi, so that + t in Corollary 3 is less than DC;C. The dovetailed
version of the thresholded algorithm looks exactly for this sagacity, with a suitable
balancing between threshold and detail. However, no general results hold in this case,
since the threshold is now a random variable as well.
Denition 13. Given subsets a and b of a metric set X and a natural contiguity 4
relation between points belonging to X, we denote by number of intersections 1 the
number of maximal contiguous alternating homogeneous sets constituting the symmetric
di;erence a÷ b. With reference to the labels attributed by the characteristic functions
a(x) and b(x) to the points of X, a subset is homogeneous if each point is a;ected by
the same pair of labels; it is maximal if no enlargement through contiguous points has
the same property. Two subsets are contiguous if at least one point of the Hrst set is
contiguous to a point of the second set; they are alternating if they are homogeneous
with di;erent pairs of labels (see Fig. 7)
Denition 14. Given a concept class C on X, a criss-cross hypothesis class Hcc =⋃
Hcc;2 w.r.t. C is a set of hypotheses indexed by 2 such that: (1) Hcc ∩C= ∅ and (2)
for uniform probability measure U on X and each c; min(U (c÷h))2 is a nonincreasing
function of the number 1 of intersections of c with h, where the minimum is taken
over all h∈Hcc;2. A uniform criss-cross hypothesis class Hccu is a criss-cross class
4 This relation is a topological counterpart of the concept representation notion used in late deHnitions of
learnability [20].
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Fig. 7. Criss-cross hypotheses. (a) C=half-planes, H= fret delimited regions; (b) C=circles, H= triangles.
Set label = pair of uniform values of concept and hypothesis characteristic functions. (1; 0) or (0; 1) labelled
sets are homogeneous and maximal, and alternate when contiguous. (a) number of intersections= 3; (b)
number of intersections = 6.
such that: (i) for each c and , a 2 and h∈Hcc;2 exist such that U (c ÷ h)¡, and
(ii) there exists a 2∗ such that for any 2¿2∗min(U (c ÷ h))2=min(U (c ÷ h))2−1¡1.
Finally, Hccu is a smart class if for any k¿0 there exist a 2∗ and an , such that for
any 2¿2∗ and any h∈Hcc;2 with U (c ÷ h)6, #S(c ÷ h)6k.
Example 7. The class of fret delimited regions is uniformly criss-cross w.r.t. the class
of half-planes, parametrised in the number of frets per unitary segment of the concept
delimiter. The class of the regular polygons, parametrised in the number of their edges,
is uniformly criss-cross w.r.t. the class of circles as well (see Fig. 7).
In particular, concerning the Hrst Hccu, let us denote by l the straight line delimiting
a concept, by (c÷ h; a) the part of c÷ h insisting on a segment of l of length a and
by 3 the absolute value of the slope of l w.r.t. a coordinate axis. Then
lim
a→∞
min(U (c ÷ h; a))2
a
=
min{3; 1=3}
2(2+ 1)
:
The minimum is reached when all the frets cross l and the crossing points are
equidistant. Thus 2 coincides with the number of these crosses per unitary segment
and min(U (c ÷ h))2=min(U (c ÷ h))2−1¡ 12 . Denoting by h∗ a hypothesis minimising
U (c ÷ h), it is evident by simple inspection that #S(c ÷ h∗)= 0:
Denition 15. Given a concept class C on X and a uniform criss-cross hypothesis
class Hcc, a probability distribution P is unbiased if for each c min(P(c ÷ h))2 is an
increasing function g of min(U (c ÷ h))2, with g(0)= 0:
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Corollary 4. Given a concept class C on X and a hypotheses class H such that for
a given 0¡¡ 12 and each c a hypothesis h∈H exists such that P(c ÷ h)6; let be
(DH;C) the detail of the symmetric di8erences c÷ h such that P(c÷ h)6. Then; for
each 0¡$¡ 12 ; in case m¿max{2= log(1=$); 5:5((DH;C) − 1)=} any consistent ssu
function A : {xcm} 	→C outputting consistent hypotheses is a learning algorithm with
accuracy parameters  and $.
Proof. The claim comes directly from Basic Lemma, once we state that the witness
of inclusion of c ÷ Hc in B is constituted of at most (DH;C) points.
Denition 16. Given concept and hypotheses classes C and H, respectively, denoting
by ub(; $) the upperbound on the sample complexity stated in Theorem 2, we say
that:
• H is cheap if there exists a ◦ such that (DH;C)6DH for each ¡◦.
• A production prize intervenes for ′¡′′ if ub(′; $)¡ub(′′; $) for each $.
• h is a best hypothesis for c if #S(c ÷ h)= 0 for every S.
Fact 8. Any hypothesis class H nested w.r.t. a concept class C is cheap.
Theorem 4. Given a concept class C and a smart Hccu on a probability space (X;F;
P) with P unbiased; then:
(1) Hccu is cheap;
(2) there exists a ◦ such that for some pairs ′¡◦ and ′′¿◦ a production prize
intervenes;
(3) for each c there exists a ◦ such that for each ¡◦ any h with U (c÷ h)¡◦ is
a best hypothesis for c.
Proof. Since min(U (c ÷ h))2=min(U (c ÷ h))2−1¡1 for each ∗ small enough there
exists a 2∗ such that for each 2¡2∗ and h∈Hcc;2 U (c ÷ h)¿∗. From the smartness
assumption on Hccu, for each k there exist ′∗ and 2′∗ such that for each 2¿2′∗ and
h∈Hcc;2 we have that U (c ÷ h)¡ ⇒ #S(c ÷ h)6k. Thus, for any k there exists
a ∗¡′∗ such that any h with U (c ÷ h)¡∗ belongs to a Hcc;2 with 2¿2∗ and its
frontier satisHes: #S(c÷ h)6k. Point (1) comes from k =DH, point (3) from k =0, as
well.
Concerning point 2, let us consider the probability inequality (1) of Basic Lemma for
=  and  either equals 2 or equals 1. Namely, meaning by p()= I(; m− +1)
the lowerbound on P(m)(Uc6) for given :
p2()= (1− )m + m(1− )m−1,
p1()= (1− )m.
As mentioned in the Hrst part of the proof, both these values of  are attained by
(DH;C) with decreasing . Let ◦ be the switching value inducing (DH;C) jumping
from 2 to 1.
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Then, since (1 − )m¡(1 − )m + m(1 − )m−1 for each m and , two ′; ′′ exist
such that ′¡◦ and ′′¿◦ and (1 − ′)m−1¡(1 − ′′)m + m′′(1 − ′′)m−1. Thus
ub(′; $)¡ub(′′; $).
Remark 7. Note that, in case #S(c÷h)= 0 we need one witness point, however, to use
the implication chain (2) of Basic Lemma. Therefore, in this case we have a virtual
frontier cardinality= 1.
Fact 9. Given a concept class C and a smart class Hccu ; a Hln learning procedure A
with H˜ indexed by the parameter 2 of the class; enjoys the decreasing of DHcc; 2 ;C with
the procedure iterations. Dovetailing exploits the bene;t coming from the monotone
reduction of min(U (c÷h))2 with iterations; looking for hypotheses with few misclas-
si;ed examples. Thus; from Theorem 3 a twice actual production prize comes from
both detail reduction; possibly till 0; and lower sample misclassi;cation overhead.
What about the training of a neural network? This device computes a non-linear
function equipped with a lot of free parameters that have to be inferred from the
training set.
If we come to learning boolean functions, the training set is exactly a labelled sample
Xcm and the trained network computes a boolean function as well. A single neuron can
be roughly identiHed by a hyperplane halving the sample space in a crisp or fuzzy
way, depending on the shape function computed by the neuron. 5 Thus, disregarding
fuzziness e;ects, we might upperbind detail DHNN of the class of hypotheses HNN
computed by a network with r neurons, each with fan-in n by:
DHNN 6 r× n;
n being an upperbound to the detail of the single hyperplane.
As a matter of fact, DHNN is generally much lower, because dependencies between the
hyperplanes induced by the network architecture or direct constraints on the coe5cients
of the single hyperplane narrow HNN signiHcantly. In this sense each embedding of
formal knowledge (such as in [7, 8, 15] for instance), acting as further constraints,
contributes to the above narrowing [1]. This might give rise to a variety of detail
reduction amounts, ranging from few units up to the extreme case where DHNN = 0:
Actually detail = 0 is not a degenerate case when we refer to the class of symmet-
ric di;erences between concepts and neural hypotheses if the hyperplanes have some
constraints which render their composition a best hypothesis according to DeHnition 13
and Example 7. This would lead to a paradoxical but non-infrequent learning instance
where, over a given accuracy learning by subsymbolic tools is more accurate than if
we take into account the concept class to which the goal concept belongs (prejudice
remotion).
5 For instance, in case of heavyside function we have a crisp partitioning; in case of sigmoid function we
have a fuzzy partitioning.
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Hln learning procedure is a faithful modelisation of usual training stories. We try to
succeed with small networks aiming to take zero training errors. Then we enrich the
neural architecture, lowering the training accuracy pretences as training becomes more
and more computationally expensive. Actually, we cannot state in general that current
Hi does not contain a consistent (up to few errors) hypothesis. We only state that such
a hypothesis is computationally unfeasible. On each new (enlarged) architecture Hrst
we check to see whether a zero error training is feasible, then we relax the accuracy
target.
4. What size needs testing?
4.1. Testing boolean functions
What news can testing give us that we did not yet know from training?
If we learn boolean functions, in the case we know the detail of the class of in-
volved symmetric di;erences and are sure that the training set is representative of the
probability measure on X, we do not expect more hints on the accuracy of the learnt
hypothesis than those supplied by the theorems of the previous section.
Actually, if we refer for instance to neural networks, we see that DHnn is generally
di5cult to compute, and its extension to symmetric di;erences as well, since it depends
in a non-easy way on the architectural and formal constraints and on the target accuracy
in connection with the features of the probability measure on X. In the lack of DH;C
the accuracy parameters  and $ have more of a fuzzy than a probabilistic meaning to
the learner, referred to as generalisation capability of the network. For a sample size
large enough – so that for instance I(1; m)= 1− $, with  and $ low enough – if the
learning algorithm produces a hypothesis h consistent with the sample we can count
ourselves satisHed. The only doubt is that the actual degrees of freedom are much
lower than m or a non-fair sample was drawn, so that our perception “zero errors over
m” is misleading. But if we check our hypotheses on m new examples and count zero
errors again, we are conHrmed in our perception. In fact, now the degrees of freedom
are exactly m, as stated by the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Given a concept c and a hypothesis h; for a labelled sample Xcm; if h is
consistent with the whole sample; then:
P(m)(Uc6)¿I(1; m): (4)
Proof. This is an obvious extension of the proof of Basic Lemma, where the number
of witnessing points now is 1, in force of Remark 7.
Inequality (4) says that now the degrees of freedom of Xcm are exactly m. Exchanging
[32] the randomness of Uc with the randomness of the event “no sample point falls in
c÷h”, this has two operational meanings.
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(1) In the frame of interval estimates, (0,) is the conHdence interval for the measure
P(c÷h) at conHdence level I(1; m)= 1− (1− )m.
(2) In the perspective of tests of hypothesis, 1− I(1; m)= (1− )m is the upperbound
to the risk 7 of accepting a neural hypothesis whose symmetrical di;erence c÷h
with the goal concept has a measure P(c÷h)¿.
As I(1; m) is the maximum of I(DH;C; m − DH;C + 1) in light of Remark 7, we can
conclude that:
• in spite of the general use of employing very large test sets mainly because their
processing is relatively inexpensive and, of course, more is better than less,
• in spite of the general wisdom [18] that much more examples are suitable for testing
than for training a neural network,
vice versa, we conclude that it is generally wasteful to use a test set larger than
a training set.
In order to quantify these considerations, we must recall the following result:
Theorem 5 (Apolloni and Chiaravalli [5] and Blumer et al. [11]). For every concept
class C and c∈C; for any learning algorithm and 0¡¡1; there exists a probability
distribution P such that
P(m)(Uc6)6I(1; m):
Therefore; in case m¡lg(1=$)1=(−lg(1− )) no function A : {xcm} 	→H is a learning
algorithm with accuracy parameters  and $ for C.
Remark 8. It is easy to note that sample complexity is exactly lg(1=$)1=(−lg(1−))
for DH;C=1. Moreover, the complexity lower bound is a non-decreasing function of
DH;C as well. Then the ratio between the sizes of training and testing set can be
suitably bounded as follows.
Theorem 6. For a concept class C and hypothesis class H on X with DH;C= ; any
– known or unknown – probability measure P on X; and any accuracy target (; $)
the ratio between the cardinalities of the labelled examples needing to achieve the
same accuracy target both in learning and in testing a hypothesis is at most 1.
Proof. In the distribution free case the claim comes directly from Remark 8. If we
are faced by a special distribution law, some sentinels can be spared, as mentioned
in Remark 4. Therefore, the di;erence between sample size and number of degrees of
freedom is lower than in the distribution free case but always of the same sign.
Remark 9. Let us denote by m and n the upperbounds on the cardinalities of the
labelled samples deriving from Lemmas 2 and 3 on a same accuracy target both in
learning and in testing a hypothesis, respectively. From an elementary algebra after
imposing P(m)(Uc6) in (1) greater than P(n)(Uc6) in (4) we have that the ratio r
between m and n obeys the inequality r¿1=(1 + =n), with  as in Theorem 6.
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Fig. 8. From among the family F of functions the learning algorithm selects a hypothesis h (bold line). This
corresponds to selecting a tolerance region th from among a concept class C:
Remark 10. In the sentry function perspective, the reader should recognise at the basis
of the well-known overHtting phenomena an overdetailed H in output to A, leading
to an excessive DH;C, rather than an excessive number of training cycles per se.
4.2. Extensions
The extension of PAC learning model to real functions did not get, after some basic
results (see for instance [16]), the same attention from the scientist community that
boolean functions did. Actually regression theory is so rich that the learning approach
generally appears as needless as complex.
However, here we will extend our approach to these functions just to argue about
the main question of this section. Namely, we will consider two learning schemes that,
though not commonly employed, might represent the rationale of many widespread
algorithms. Also, within these schemes we can conclude that testing the approximation
capability of a neural network generally demands a smaller sample size than training
does.
4.2.1. Learning tolerance regions
Given a family F of functions, from X to R and an element f of the family, let us
consider a tolerance region in X×R containing f with some slack, like in Fig. 8. 6
Let us look at the set of tolerance regions around the element of F as a concept class
C and apply the results of the previous section. Thus we obtain the following:
Lemma 4. Given a family F of functions on X; an associate class C of tolerance
regions tc with dC=  and a sampling (X;Y)m; with y=f(x) and f∈F; consider
any ssu function A : {(x; y)m} 	→F outputting hypotheses whose associate tolerance
region th contains at least a fraction 1− . of sampled points. Assume 9 be the total
6 A good perspective for facing these regions is to see them as an extension of tolerance regions introduced
by Tukey [25, 26].
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Fig. 9. From the same class of function as in Fig. 8 we draw a hypothesis h based on
•=G(reater)E(qual)points and =L(ower) points.
probability of the remaining . of sampled points; and de;ne
‘1(h(x); f(x))=
{
1 if (x; f(x)) =∈ th;
0 otherwise:
Then; for 0¡; $¡ 12 ; in case
m¿
max{(2=) log(1=$); 5:5( − 1)=)}
1− . ;
P(m)(E[‘1(h(X ); f(X ))]6max{9; })¿1− $:
Proof. If follows directly from Theorem 3, since E[‘1(h(X ); f(X ))]=P((x; f(x)) =∈ th).
4.2.2. GE learning
In the GE learning protocol [6] the training set (x; y)cm is constituted, like in Fig. 9, by
triplets (x; y; 2f(x; y)) where 2f(x; y)= 1 if y¿f(x); 0 otherwise. Taking into account
that the di;erence between h and f gives rise to a symmetric di;erence like region
– let us call twist concept – where the label attributed to the points by f and h are
di;erent, we can state the following theorem, whose proof is omitted:
Lemma 5. Given a family F of functions on X and an associate class C of twist con-
cepts with =DC; and a GE sample (X;Y)cm; consider any ssu function A : {(x; y)cm}
	→F outputting hypotheses consistent with the sample; and de;ne
‘2(h(x); f(x))=
{
1 if 2h(x; y) = 2f(x; y);
0 otherwise:
Then; for 0¡; $¡ 12 ; in case
m¿
max{(2=) log(1=$); 5:5( − 1)=}
1− . ;
P(m)(E[‘2(h(X ); f(X ))]6 )¿ 1− $:
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Based on of the above lemmas we can state the following extension of Theorem 6.
Theorem 7. For a function class F on X and any accuracy target (; $) on learning
F through either tolerance or twisting regions; the ratio r between the cardinalities of
the labelled examples needing to achieve the same accuracy target both in learning
and in testing a hypothesis is at most 1.
From among the variety of further extensions that can be raised from the basic
results, we quote only the following instances:
i. We determine the learning success on the basis of the number of testing errors
(not necessarily equal to zero). This causes a further degrees of freedom dropping
analogous to what happens in Theorem 3.
ii. We are interested in other accuracy parameters, di;erent from probabilities  and $.
In most cases it is just a matter of a di;erent error representation, while the degrees
of freedom do not depend on these representations.
5. Conclusions
According to the common experience of any student, learning occurs through relevant
examples emerging during the lesson. These examples essentially represent the shattered
set at the basis of the Vapnik–Chervonenkis dimension, but their individual management
is easier and more useful than the mentioned dimension in respect to the complexity
of learning tasks.
Namely, their individual management allows us to deal with various approximate
issues of learnability, stating a more robust bridge between theoretical results of com-
putational learning theory and the well-spread practice of subsymbolical learning. Ow-
ing to a special production prize e;ect, we show a learning instance where symboli-
cal knowledge represents an overhead with respect to pure subsymbolic learning, and
vice versa we give a rationale to the general improvement introduced by this kind of
knowledge.
Finally, we state a clear relation between the two phases of training and generalisation
in learning procedures, just in terms of degrees of freedom of the related samples. For
equally sized samples these degrees are always larger in number in the generalisation
phase.
The key for reading these degrees of freedom in terms of sample complexity of
the learning task is provided by Basic Lemma, which mainly constitutes an extension
of conHdence interval theory to functionally dependent random samples. This is an
interesting way to shed light on the connection between randomness, independence and
underlying functional relations between data, that will be stressed further in upcoming
works. The implication chain in Basic Lemma exploits a monotone relation between
model parameters and outcomes statistics in the easy case of a Bernulli distribution
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law. The statement of similar monotone relations for more complex models should
allow us to assess learning procedures for non-boolean functions as well, in a more
direct way than in the tricky extensions of Section 4.2.
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